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INTRODUCTION

People rarely talk about this, but there’s a major disconnect between industry university recruiters and students.
Traditionally, universities host an average of four career events yearly in which companies pay a premium to set
up camp and collect resumes from students for internship opportunities. It’s often organized chaos — like an
assembly line without an end product.
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First, let’s back up for a second, and put yourself in

They’ve yet to earn condence. And they’re hopeful.

the shoes of a typical young student.
Now let’s revert to ourselves as recruiters vying for
Campus recruiting season is often the first signal

the best young talent.

of real anxiety. It’s the only time of the year where
you pull out your suit, blazer and a manilla folder of

Most universities can house a ballpark of one to two

resumes, to walk around a sea of strangers. Each

hundred companies for career fairs. They range from

new encounter with a recruiter makes the cloud of

large companies with huge hiring infrastructures to

information in their minds grow thicker. Most of

startups looking for ambitious potential. Despite new

the time, students don’t have any real experience

digital methods of communication, like professional

in interviewing or have much practice talking to

social media networks, campus recruiting has stood

recruiters. This is an art itself.

the test of time. Several recent surveys reveal that
most companies (84%- 90%) feel that university

It’s the first time many of the students think about

hiring is important. Google Trends tells us that the

preparing for life after dorms, cafeterias and classes.

ebbs and ows of the “campus recruiting” term has

Many of these young minds are still exploring.

been consistent over the last decade:

INTEREST OVER TIME

2005

2007

2009

2011

Figure 1. Source: Google Trends
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2013

2015

In fact, many universities are seeing an increase

jobs as non-STEM graduates. But not all recruiters

in employers on campus. For instance, Miami

are arriving at campus fairs with job openings.

University tells us they hosted an event this spring

Companies have to plan for recruiting events in a

yielding more than 230 employers recruiting on

year. Unless you’re a company with an incredibly

campus, up from 211 in 2015. Likewise, in fall 2015,

predictable hiring cycle, it’s difficult for most

more than 294 employers recruited on campus, up

recruiters to kno what they’ll need a year in advance.

from 260 in fall 2014. To say that competition is

Instead, one survey by the National Association of

fierce — especially for STEM students—would be an

Colleges and Employers found that “branding” is

understatement.

the most important goal of the university recruiting
program. The idea is that if you’re not a majo brand

The Economist published an article “Million Dollar

that students already know, you need a strategy to

Babies” (April 2, 2016) that discusses how big tech

make your company more recognizable to students.

companies are poaching the brightest students

Piazza, an online student forum, has been collecting

in hot elds like Robotics and machine learning.

data from hundreds of thousands of students on

Meanwhile, Burning Glass’s data reveals that STEM

where the want to work. Here’s how the companies

graduates have access to 2X as many entrylevel

rank: (See Fig. 2)

“Nearly half (48%) of entry-level BA+ postings are
in STEM field compared with fewer than one-third of
degree recipients.”
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WHERE STUDENTS WANT TO WORK

Figure 2. Source: Piazza

If you’re not listed in the left end of this spectrum,

HOW MILLENIALS HEAR ABOUT COMPANIES

chances are that branding is a huge priority for you.
Friends

Working hard to build awareness for your company

Job Board

Googles of the world.

But here’s the part too many recruiters don’t realize:
More often than not, students don’t really hear about
cool companies from campus events. To confirm this,
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CHANNEL

helps recruiters compete with the Facebooks and

On Campus
Social Media
News
Use Their Product
10%

30%

50%

70%

CollegeFeed asked students where they hear about

% WHO SAID THIS WAS TOP 3 CHANNEL

awesome employers. Here’s what they said (Fig. 3):

Figure 3. Source: Collegefeed / hbr.org
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90%

Campus is far from the first place people get their

If companies’ biggest priority is to increase

information about employers. And yet branding is

recognizability among students, it’s essential to

the top priority for campus recruiters. Meanwhile,

supplement their campus recruiting efforts with more

students’ primary goal is to secure a job opportunity

innovative ways to tell their story, build a memorable

from these campus fairs. There’s a huge mismatch in

candidate experience and win over the best budding

expectations and realities for everyone involved.

minds. We spoke with dozens of the most cuttingedge technology companies, and recruiters who have

This is a byproduct of tradition. It’s institutional

dedicated their entire lives around campus recruiting,

inertia, centered on campus events. People have

to create an effective playbook with 3 strategies for

always done this.Theoretically it makes sense for

year-round university recruiting.

recruiters to go straight to the source. But taking a
step back, the most successful companies know that
campus events - alone - are unscalable for recruiters
and can feel like a whirlwind for students. University
recruiting is crucial, but there’s a lot that can be
improved in the traditional methods of campus
recruiting.
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PLAY #1
Create A Killer Campus Ambassador Program
(Or Tips To Make Yours Better)
It’s difficult to create a memorable brand at a career fair. Stepping back into the average student’s shoes, you
typically wait in line to speak to someone for two minutes only to hand them their resume and not really know
what to do next. At most, recruiters direct them to their corporate careers website to apply online. How can you
create an influential impact on a student’s opinion in just a few minutes—or even seconds of interaction?

It could work for a handful of students, but it’s not scalable.

Why traditional campus recruiting can’t scale...

5,300

14.2

Approximate number of

Average number of campus

universities in the United States

recruiters per company in US

There is only One
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Recruiter per

373.2

UNIVERSITIES

If most students swing by and see nothing

programmers in which they find a core group

more than a run-of-the-mill booth, there’s little

of passionate students. These student campus

possibility for your brand to stick in students’

ambassadors organically spread the word about

minds, let alone push them to tell their friends.

your company in exchange for valuable leadership

One proven, effective way to supplement university

opportunities, public speaking practice and

recruiting is through a Campus Ambassador

experience in marketing, event planning or social

Program. The top tech companies, including

media. Here are a couple of tactical examples of

Google, Microsoft and Apple, all have unique

how the best companies are executing:

Free Perks
Offer a few free perks exclusively for brand ambassadors. Google started

PIZZA

M
RP OGRA

a “Google Pizza Program,” which allowed ambassadors to offer free pizza
to students during computer science exam time. Similarly, Apple sends
campus ambassadors free, new hardware to play with before everyone
else. Chipotle pays ambassadors in burritos.

Events
ANNUAL EVENT

Branded events on campus (outside of career fairs) can be powerful for college
students. Hootsuite, a social media marketing company, hosts networking
events with free swag, and valuable tips on social media marketing.
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Partner with CS Clubs
As a tech recruiter, your best bet is to zero in on the most passionate
computer science and programming students on campus. Many of these
folks are reachable through on-campus clubs, like Computer Science
Club, ACM and IEEE university chapters.

“If you offer value to your brand and campus
ambassadors, they will repay you by helping
your company expand its reach. As long as you
utilize good perks, promote your program and
understand what users want, your ambassador
program will pay off in spades.”

NATHAN PARCELLS

Co-Founder & CMO of InternMatch

Jonathan Lau says he maanged the most successful

Set weekly calls to keep ambassadors engaged and

campus amassador program of InternMatch’s history.

excited. Even just 5 minute catch-ups are great for

Seven campus ambassadors turned into 2,500+ students

accountability.

over 10 weeks. He wrote practical tips for anyone who
wants to launch their own program. Here’s a synopsis:
•

Education is the most compelling reason for students
to be ambassadors. Workshops that teach hands-on
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•

experience can go a long way.
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•

Multiply marketing efforts digitally. For instance,
create material that’s conducive to mass emails or
Facebook groups.

PLAY #2
Hire from “University of Nowhere”
So, if campus recruiting is important but unscalable, how do you decide which 5-10 college
campuses they’ll attend? Most companies go the logical route and invest in the colleges
that historically have a higher reputation.

WIRED looked at LinkedIn data (shown on next page) to create a visualization of the top
universities that top tech companies source from, and it’s clear that the elite colleges have
the most traction from the most coveted companies (listed in Play #1).

Three themes are immediately apparent from this visualization. Companies are focusing
on:

1.

The typical, prestigious colleges (e.g. UC Berkeley, UCLA, Stanford)

2.

Universities in proximity (e.g Microsoft slants toward 3 universities in
Washington)

3.

11
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TOP UNIVERSITIES THAT TOP TECH COMPANIES SOURCE FROM

Source: Wired.com “The Schools Where Apple, Google, and Facebook Get Their Recruits” 05/22/14
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The pool is pretty limited, and based on proxies

participate to show off their skills to employers

like prestige, track-record of success and

who sponsor the event. Hundreds of universities

convenience. Such factors and tactics don’t allow

participated in just these two events alone.

you to expand to the top 10% of programmers in

If you take a look at the average score of

the thousands of other universities in the nation.

participants by universities, there were at least 5

Allow us to demonstrate with a quick anecdotal

universities with exceptional coders who you may

analysis.

not have considered based on traditional US News
and World Report rankings.

Here at HackerRank, we frequently host
nationwide online competitions for tens of

Great programmers come from any and all

thousands of programmers from hundreds

universities. Rather than try to compete for the

of universities. In 2015 we hosted two online

same talent, smart university recruiters will ask

hackathons, which are 24-hour events, in which

themselves the question: How do I reach the best

students from universities across the nation can

hidden talent beyond conventional pathways?

University

US News & World Report Ranking

HackerRank Programming
Contest Ranking

University of Massacheusetts
at Amherst

#75

#6

University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

#41

#9

San Jose State University

#39

#13

State University of NY
at Buffalo

#99

#15

University of Texas
at Austin

#52

#16

Methodology: Averaged the scores of 237 universities, across two major university US-only online hackathons: Back to
School University CodeSprint in 2014 and Spring Sprint university CodeSprint in 2015. These are the top ranking universities
by average scores. Each university had to have at least five participants.
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Great programmers are out there, but they may not have a prestigious school on their resume. Best of all, they are probably
not being poached mercilessly by big tech companies.

Microsoft engineer Dan Luu recently wrote a blog post “We Only Hire the Trendiest,” in which he points out that:

“Because I did my undergrad at Wisconsin, which is one of the 25
schools that claim to be the top 10 computer science engineering
schools, I had recruiters beating down my door when I graduated. If
I grew up in Utah, I probably would have ended up going to school at
Utah. When I’ve compared notes with folks who attended schools like
Utah and Boise State, their education is basically the same as mine.”

DAN LUU

BitFunnel @Microsoft & previously TPU @Google

Today, there are far more creative ways to not only source talent from a wider pool of universities but also
brand yourself as an innovative company. Plus, as a fringe benefit, those who can accomplish
this will earn more branding points. After all, how many companies can say they
flew in students to interview from “University of Nowhere”?
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The answer to: “But it’s not in my budget!”
Earlier we noted that the average budget for

of laborious in-person events. Since today’s

university recruiting is around US$500,000. The

tools offer automated coding challenges, you

number can go as high as millions for companies

can get a list of the top performers in one day.

who invest in travel costs, elite higher-education

The best part is that it costs a sliver of the

programs, event sponsorships and other inperson

average university recruiting budget for most

recruiting efforts. This is the norm today. By

companies, which means both companies with

hosting an online hackathon, you can attract

recruiting powerhouses and small, scrappy

tens of thousands of students from every corner

startups can leverage this innovative way to

of the world in one day at a fraction of the cost

recruit students.

Take it from Andy Chen, a partner at Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, the venture capital firm that invested in
Uber, Google, etc. Online platforms can scale hackathon efforts and help university recruiters win more talent.

“I strongly believe that the best talent are at these opt-in courses called
hackathons.... If you’re not at a hackathon, you’re at a disadvantage. What
you learn in class isn’t necessarily as applicable to the work force.”

ANDY CHEN

Partner @ Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers
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PLAY #3
Invest in time to create interesting questions or challenges
Before we delve into how you can craft compelling questions to not only attract strong young talent but also assess
their basic, fundamental coding skills, there’s one myth we need to debunk. Contrary to traditional university
recruiting paradigm, assessing fundamental skills is a better predictor of performance than GPAs or resumes. This
is a proven fact by numerous studies.
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The most-cited study is by Google and its massive
team of over 400 recruiters, behavioral scientists
and the entire People Operations team. Google has
unlimited resources to pinpoint exactly what criteria
makes for successful new grad hires. GPA is proven

“GPAs are worthless as a criteria
for hiring, and test scores are
worthless. We found that they
don’t predict anything.”

to be not one of them. In fact, Google’s Senior VP of
People Operations, Laszlo Bock, says it pretty explicitly:

LASZLO BOCK
Head of People Operations @ Google

If the world class team of experts have proven that

new grads to take algorithm and data structure

GPAs and test scores are worthless, then why do

coding challenges. By moving this step early in

most tech university recruiters continue to set a

the process (e.g. during the online hackathon),

benchmark for students? Now that we’ve gotten

you can create a much more tailored, successful

that out of the way, let’s move onto what actually

approach to hiring the best talent.

works. A better metric for success is testing for

17

critical thinking skills and basic, fundamental

Asking interesting questions (or challenges) helps

coding skills. This is why most companies ask

you do two things at once:

Strategy

Impact

Creating tailored, real-world challenges

Educate and build brand awareness

Accurately assessing fundamental skills

Hire the best hidden gems
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Creating tailored, real-world challenges to educate and
build brand awareness
One tested solution to get students excited about

One of the best examples of this is when Twitter

your company is crafting really interesting, difficult

hosted their own university online hackathon (or

challenges.

CodeSprint) called “Join the Flock.” It was a 24hour event, and in their promotion materials they

Candidates really do remember them.

explained:

“Working at Twitter offers you a chance to think about
fascinating, intricate and important challenges every day. At
Twitter, your work will be immediately felt by many millions of
people around the globe.”
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As part of the contest, they worked with

the run-of-the-mill standard questions that

HackerRank challenge setters to really think

everyone asks. They infused a bit of their culture

about the challenges they’d be asking the future

into the question itself. It created a memorable,

generation of Twitter engineers to solve. In other

fun experience for every single one of the

words, the Twitter recruiting team went beyond

hundreds of students who took the challenge.
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For the full picture, here’s the challenge:

You: Intern @Twitter
One day you accidentally deleted the usernames, but not the tweerts. You could retrieve the data by
using a backup, but decide that would be no fun. Instead, you use Machine Learning to find the owner
of the tweets. Luckily, you only deleted the following surnames:
@justinbieber
@BillGates
@KingJames
@google
@BarackObama
TRAINING DATA
In order to figure which tweet belons to which owner, you pulled some of the tweets made by all five
owners from the database. The file can be downloaded here, and will be included in the directory your
program is run from with the name “trainingdata.txt”. The file is formatted as follows:
The first line contains an integer, n, the number of tweets that follow. The next n lines will first have the
username of the owner of the tweet, followed by a space, then the tweet itself.
INPUT
The first line will contain an integer t, the number of tweets who have lost their owner. The next t lines
will each contain a tweet (up to 140 characters).
OUTPUT
Output who you think the owner of each tweet is on its own line. Do not include the @.
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As a result, Twitter was not only able to pinpoint

the fun, interesting challenges the team solves

the top 10 students with the best programming

daily. When those folks tell their friends about this

skills, passion and interest in Twitter, the company

awesome challenge, brand awareness spreads by

also educated its hundreds of participants about

an order of magnitude.

Accurately assessing fundamental skills to hire the best
hidden gems
Most traditional university recruiters ask runof-the-mill questions. Here’s a list of some that

•

How has your coursework prepared you for
this job?

recruiters told us they use:
If these sound familiar, it’s time for a change. All of
•

What technologies have you studied

these questions can be answered more accurately

that apply to targeted areas of business

by way of algorithm coding challenges. By

development within the Information

incorporating your tailored technologies, work and

Communication Technology industry?

brand into your challenge, you can automatically
surface the most passionate programmers by

•

20

How familiar are you with the kind of work we

shifting away from a resume model to an online

do here?

coding challenge model.
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Today there are infinite resources on the web to

you can pass along candidates who “passed”

help you choose strong fundamental computer

the score that your engineering team set. To

science coding challenges to replace resume

save engineering time, you can also choose

screenings. You can work with your engineering

from a library of coding challenges as well. The

team to formulate the best test. Each of these

best fundamental coding challenges will test for

tests is also scored automatically, so as a recruiter,

intelligence and critical thinking.

For a clearer picture, here’s an example of a really strong fundamental challenge for new grads:

Fibonacci Returns
This question expands on our earlier Fibonacci Lite challenge. While the goal of Fibonacci Lite was to
understand recursion, this challenge is about solving problems efficiently with dynamic programming.
The difference in this challenge is that each test case will consist of many inputs instead of just one.
Furthermore, we’re allowing larger values of n. You’ll need to use dynamic programming to solve all
the inputs without running out of time.
So, given many numbers n, print the nth value of the Fibonacci sequence for each of them, in order, on
their own line.
Here are the definitions of the sequence again:
Fn = Fn - 1 + Fn - 2
Using the following seed values:
F0 = 0, F1 = 1
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Of course, this is not to say that it’s not

you use technical skills as the proxy, you have

important for recruiters to also assess softer

more time to really get to know the student’s

skills, like communication, which are often

passions and values to see if they are a

the secondary goal of these questions. But if

culture fit.
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BONUS TIP: Start as Early as Freshman Year
This is the quickest and easiest play to literally get
ahead of your competition. Traditionally, university
recruiters make the mistake of only collecting resumes
from graduating seniors. In order to boost brand

“Students are getting full-time
job offers as early as the first
semester.”

presences and fill your funnel with top performing
students, the most successful companies are starting

STEVE WOOD

as early as students in their freshman year.

Founder/CEO
ATLAS Mobile TEchnologies
In fact, Steve Wood of Atlas Mobile Technologies
works with many academic departments and says

Bolstering brand recognition is a long-term investment, so

they’ve seen:

be the early bird.

Tying it all together
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Campus recruiting may be a tried-and-tested strategy

your brand will organically spread by word of mouth

to help companies grow alongside the brightest

and through social networks. You can reach more top-

engineering minds today. But there are at least three

performing students across the nation or even world

proven, innovative strategies in 2016 that can help

using online hackathons. And by investing a little time

university recruiters win talent from their competitors.

in creating fascinating challenges, you’ll nurture the

By lighting a fire amongst a few passionate students,

next company where students come to grow.
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About HackerRank
HackerRank is a platform that assesses software developers based solely on their coding skills and helps
companies discover talent and save time to hire. We’re driving a new paradigm shift by eliminating resumes and
creating opportunities for hundreds of thousands of programmers worldwide. Join 1,000 companies that use
HackerRank to build strong engineering teams.

US Corporate Headquarters

India

London

1-415-900-4023

+91 8880811222

+44 (0)20 800 40258

www.hackerrank.com/work hello@hackerrank.com
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